
GAME - Rules DSL e.V. - 2019

GAME-TIME
Game time is 60 min + last inning. After 60 min a signal sounds. When the 
inning is completed, the last inning starts (unlimited runs). Exception: tied 
games.

FIVE-RUN-RULE
5 runs per inning.

HOME-RUN-RULE
Every Homerun counts. The Five-Run-Rule has priority!

RIGHT-FIELD-HOMERUN
If the ball goes over the fence in rightfield on to the street it is an OUT!

OVER THE FENCE TO THE STREET
Every hit on the street is an OUT!

NO SLIDING
Slide = OUT

DEAD BALL
If the ball is thrown over the fence, rolls through the fence, bounces over the 
fence or is stuck in the fence - ground rule double.

NEVER-COME-BACK-LINE
Halfway home (over the line) runner must go.

PLAY AT HOME 
The play at home is a forced play every time. No tag is necessary, but
possible. Runner has to touch the Homeplate. The Catcher or any other
player has to be in the marked area in front of homeplate with the ball in order
to get the forced play. 



PITCHING
Height between 6'' and 12''.
A rubber mat will mark the strike zone. 
ONLY the Plateumpire can call illigal pitching!
Pitcher must wear a mask!

BALLS
Males hit 12'' ball. Children till the age of 13 and females may hit 11'' ball.
The decision is made once for the complete game. Umpires have to pay 
attention to which ball is in play. 

DISTANCES
Pitching: 50 feet
Bases: 65 feet

NO BUNTS ALLOWED
No bunting for everybody!

COED-RULE
Two females or children till the age of 13 must be on the field.
One female or child (only outfield position) on the field: Automatic OUT at 
batting position 1. Defense play with nine players.
If both teams play with just one female/child, this rule can be cancelled, if both
teams agree.
No female or children on the field: Automatic OUT at batting position 1 und 6. 
Defense play with eight players.
A team can play Offense with all players they have. 
A ratio of female players of min. 20% has to be kept. If not, there is an 
automatical OUT at batting position 11. 

PICK-UP-RULES
Every player can play as a pick-up! The player with the lowest number of
pick-up-games on that day will be picked first!
The scorer manages the pick-up-list.
The scorer asks the coaches, how many pick-up-players are needed.
If one team needs female players, they pick first (female)
If the teams need five pick-up-players in total, the first five pick-up-players 
from the
list must be taken. Home team has the right of choice of one of this five pick-
up-players (male or female). Then the guests team chooses the next pick-up-
player, etc.
Male Pick-up-players have to play at the positions P, 1B, 2B, C, RCF or RF and
they hit at the end of batting order. Female pick-up-players can
play and hit in every position. 



DESIGNATED PITCHER-RULE
Every Pick-up-Player can be play as pitcher! No special rule!

PINCH-RUNNERS
No pinch-runners for batter-only!

COUNT
Everybody start with a 1-1 count.

FOUL-TIP-RULE
It is up to the opposing team coach to decide if it will be awarded for players of
lesser skill or children. No more than two foul tips to be awarded per batter. 
Batter receiving a foul tip also cannot receive a walk. They must put the ball in 
play. 

FOUL BALL - COURTESY STRIKE
FOUL BALL 3rd Strike Rule. If the batter hits the 3rd strike FOUL, you get one 
more try. If the batter hits this ball FOUL again, batter is out.

MERCY-RULE
Please remember, it is a FUN or BBQ League. Do not destroy any teams or 
players. We are out here to try and have fun. If a team is up by more than 15 
runs, it only can score 5 runs. No more. 
Mery Rule is max. of up by 20 runs, then the team behind remains on offense 
until if it less than 20 behind or the end of the game.



GENERAL – RULES DSL e.V.

FIELDPREPARING
Both teams that play the first game set up the field (this includes the BBQ area
and the field) and must be there at least 30 min prior to game time.
Both teams with the last game help to break down the field (this includes the 
BBQ area and the field). 

SCORING
Scorer is shown on the official schedule. 

RAINOUT
We have Rainout-Gamedays for cancelled games.

NO UNSPORTSMAN LIKE CONDUCT
Swearing (as in personally directed at an individual not being typical English) 
Respect the game – respect the umpire - respect you fellow players and their 
families.
Remember: beer league! Players being warnedcan be disciplined by league by 
depending on sverity of conduct.
Show some civility to your fellow players and especially the Umpires.

SMOKING and ADDICTIVE SUBSTANCES
Smoking is only allowed in designated smoking area.
Defender Field is a drug-free environment. Violation may result in dismissal 
from the field/league.

GRILL HELP and UMPIRE
On the official schedule it is shown when the teams have to be umpire or 
to help at the BBQ. 

WORK ON THE FIELD 
Any task will be announced and you will receive Shelly-DSL-Dollars. 
The Dollars can be used on the Defender Field Snack Shack or for the 
tournament fee (not for membership fee!)

TRAINING
The teams are responsible for the field. The have to take care to clean up and 
repair the infield.
For batting practice on the field, you must use the mats to save the ground.
During the practice time the teams are responsible to water the outfield.

DUES
Dues are decided on the general membership.
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